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The Thomson theorem (principle)a b s t r a c t
In the classical textbook (Landau and Lifshitz, 1963), Landau and Lifshtz suggested their version of the
famous Thomson variational principle (a.k.a Thomson theorem.) So far, their version has not gained
the interest it deserves, either among physicists or among applied mathematicians. Partially, the lack
of interest can be explained because of the quality of the suggested proof of the principle. It is consider-
ably lower than the standards accepted in classical electrostatics and mathematical physics. Even more
importantly, Landau and Lifshitz did not demostrate the minimum property of the electrostatic energy at
equilibrium. In this note, we, ﬁrst, modify and specify the Landau–Lifshitz formulation of the principle
presenting it as the isoperimetric variational problem. Then, for this isoperimetric problem we calculate
the ﬁrst and second variations, and we prove that the ﬁrst variation vanishes, whereas the second vari-
ation appears to be positive.
Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creative-
commons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).Formulation of the Thomson theorem (principle)
The Thomson variational principle in electrostatics is often used
and cited in different disciplines, form electromagnetism to various
mathematics areas – for about 150 years. During this time, a vast
amount of literature on the subject has been accumulated (see,
[2–5]). Originally formulated for conductors, it was then general-
ized in different directions (we refer interested readers to [6,7]
and multiple references therein). One unexpected extension of
the Thomson principle was suggested by Landau and Lifshitz [1].
In its original form, the Thompson principle claims that the equi-
librium distribution of electric charges on the surfaces of electric
conductors contributes minimum to the total accumulated electro-
static energy.
To the best of our knowledge, all of Landau and Lifshitz’s prede-
cessors considered only virtual variations that kept all the charges
on the conductor surface. Landau and Lifshitz suggested admissible
variations which include migration of the electric charges from the
surface to the space inside the conductors. The original analysis of
Landau and Lifshitz may not satisfy readers looking for mathemat-
ical rigor and crystal clear presentation. More importantly, Landau
and Lifshitz have not given any proof that the equilibrium charge
distribution delivers the minimum of the accumulated electro-
static energy. Although Landau and Lifshitz claim that such a proofcan be easily achieved, no demonstrations appeared in the litera-
ture. In our opinion, this is an essential gap, at least, from the
standpoint of mathematical physics. With this short paper we sug-
gest some ideas and techniques for getting such a proof.
Consider an isolated conductor, modeled as a closed surface R.
Let Q be the ﬁxed total amount of electric charge in the system,
which can be distributed on the surface with the surface density
s fð Þ and in space with the spatial density q zð Þ. The function s fð Þ
and q zð Þ are not speciﬁed a priori - only the constant Q is speciﬁed.
Thus, we get a constraintZ
Space
dXq zð Þ þ
Z
R
dRs fð Þ ¼ Q ð1Þ
on the admissible functions s fð Þ and q zð Þ.
We assume that the surface R separates the entire space into
two subdomains, Xþ and X, one of these is ﬁnite whereas other
is inﬁnite. Thus, we can rewrite (1) asZ
Xþ[X
dXq zð Þ þ
Z
R
dRs fð Þ ¼ Q ð2Þ
The following equations are valid for the potential u zð Þ associ-
ated with the distributions s fð Þ and q zð Þ:
ririu ¼ 4pq ð3Þ
inside the domains Xþ and X and
u½ þ ¼ 0; riu½ þNi ¼ 4ps ð4Þ
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inside the domain X.
For the electrostatic potential u to be uniquely determined, we
also have to assume that at ~zj j ! 1 the potential u decays sufﬁ-
ciently fast. ‘‘Sufﬁciently fast’’ means that the total electrostatic
energy
Eel  18p
Z
Xþ
dXriuriuþ
Z
X
dXriuriu
 
ð5Þ
converges and presents ﬁnite amounts.The ﬁrst energy variation
Consider the problem of minimization of the energy (5) under
the integral constraint (2) and the boundary condition (3) and
(4). Using the Lagrange indeﬁnite multiplier K, we arrive at the fol-
lowing associated functional:
U  1
8p
Z
Xþ[X
dXriuriuKQ ð6Þ
Using the traditional technique, we arrive at the following formula
of the ﬁrst variation of U:
dU ¼
Z
Xþ[X
dX uKð Þdqþ
Z
R
dR uKð Þds ð7Þ
The formula (7) shows that we should preclude the charges to
penetrate into the inﬁnite domain X. Within the ﬁnite domain
Xþ, the equilibrium potential u must be equal everwhere, includ-
ing the surface R. Then, the Poisson Eq. (3) shows that the equilib-
rium charge density q must be equal to zero. And, vice versa, whenthese known electrostatic conditions satisﬁed, the ﬁrst energy vari-
ation vanishes. This proves the Landau–Lifshitz variant of the
Thomson principle.
The second energy variation and the local minimum of
equilibrium distribution
Using (7), we arrive at the following formula of the second vari-
ation of U:
d2U ¼
Z
Xþ
dXdudqþ
Z
R
dRduds ð8Þ
Using the bulk Eq. (3) and the boundary conditions (4), we get inte-
grating by parts:
d2U ¼ 1
4p
Z
Space
dXriduridu ð9Þ
According to (8), the second variation d2U is an essentially non-
negative quantity. Needless to say, that suggested technique allows
to proof only the local (not absolute) minimum of the electrostatic
energy.
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